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"Co-delivering the ASSETS programme with Wates has
been a great experience.
ASSETS is an innovative programme tailored for social enterprises
that are suppliers in the construction sector.
The pilot was a success and we have taken the learnings from the
pilot's impact measurement results to improve the programme
design for 2022."

ANGIE SANTODOMINGO
Programme Manager at Impact Hub King's Cross
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Executive
Summary
This report outlines the results of the first pilot of ASSETS (Assisting Social
Enterprises to Succeed), an innovative business support programme for
social enterprises in the construction industry supply chain who aim to scale
their operations, secure larger contracts and successfully compete UK-wide.
The tailored support given by professional experts from Wates and the
Impact Hub King’s Cross community enabled the 5 social enterprises to
develop a clearer strategy for scaling their business in the construction
sector. The participating businesses were able to improve their business
skills and strategic decision-making, make useful contacts, and think about
their entrepreneurial wellbeing and resilience through the programme.

"The Impact Hub King’s Cross team were
great partners to work with; organised,
knowledgeable, fun and with a great
network of contacts that enhanced the
programme.”

SU PICKERILL
Head of Social Value at Wates Group
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Background

In early 2021, Wates and Impact Hub King’s
Cross decided to partner up to develop a
pilot programme. Their ambition was to
make a periodical effort to support the
scale up of social enterprises in the
construction industry to increase their
social and environmental impact. The goal
was to combine Wates’ sector leadership
and procurement expertise with Impact
Hub King’s Cross’ experience in capacity
building programmes for social
enterprises from idea to scaling, in order to
achieve this.
Wates is a longstanding supporter of the
Social Enterprise sector. Up until now, this
has focused mainly on trade, as well as
advocating for the sector. However, as
more businesses recognise the benefits of
supply chain partners that trade in order
to invest their profits into a social or
environmental purpose, (such as
employing people furthest from the
workforce or reusing surplus timber)
demand may start to outstrip supply.
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Furthermore, there are still too few Social
Enterprises that are working in the built
environment specifically; significant
spend still relates to office supplies or
cleaning, for example.
In order to achieve greater impact and
encourage more environment and social
Enterprises in the construction sector,
Wates’ ‘Creating Opportunities Social
Value’ strategy set an objective to
support 5 SEs (social enterprises) to
achieve national scale by 2025. This
inspired the forging of this partnership.
For Impact Hub King’s Cross it was a great
opportunity. As well as the construction
sector being one of the UK’s major
industries and employers, there is
increasing interest in establishing better
relationships with suppliers and reducing
the environmental footprint. Supporting
more ethical suppliers to succeed and
scale up would therefore drive more
positive impact.
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Research showed that social enterprises face obstacles to scale up in 4 main
areas:

SALES + BIDDING
PROCESS

ORGANISATIONAL
CAPACITY

Social enterprises struggle
during the bidding process and
to develop commercial
relationships.

Social enterprises could
improve their organisational
design to be able to scale up in
the construction industry.

MARKETING

BUSINESS STRATEGY

Social enterprises struggle to
communicate their value
proposition and could improve
their marketing strategies to
construction practices.

Some social enterprises have
unclear business strategy and
growth plans. Business
strategies should support the
needed actions to scale-up.

Moreover, there were no business support programmes designed for social
enterprises that supply this sector to improve their readiness to scale-up.
Therefore, based on these findings, the first pilot was co-designed with the
support of SEUK and other social enterprises that had successfully scaled-up.
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Programme
Summary
PARTICIPANTS
This first pilot had a diverse pool of 5 social enterprises, all with a deep social and/or
environmental commitment in their communities. More about the exciting organisations in the
2021 cohort below:

Connection Crew
is a labour based social enterprise,
providing crew for various event, logistics
and installation jobs within construction,
FM, and the TV, film and theatre industry. l.
At least 20% of employees have
experienced homelessness.

Traco UK
delivers sustainable workplace furniture
and equipment to start-ups which
enables them to report on environmental
and social governance statistics and
return money back to their clients
(partners).
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Depher UK
is a plumbing and heating company that
uses its profits from private work to carry
out free emergency works for customers
who are registered disabled, over 65
and/or in financial need.

Saz Media
works with young people providing film
and photography services and creative
workshops, working on location and in the
studio.

CAFGas
is an award-winning plumbing and gas
community interest company, with a real
customer-focused and driven service. The
profits are invested into projects around
loneliness and isolation, food and fuel
poverty, holistic veteran support and the
environment.
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GOALS
The main aims of the programme were to
support these social enterprises to:

01

Build operational readiness: processes
in place and efficiencies implemented
to enable the scaling.

02

Develop a clear strategy to scale.

03

Be more commercial.

04

Strengthen their business model to
grow in lock-step with their impact
model.

05

Strengthen value proposition to be able
to compete in the construction market.

TIMELINE
Kick-off

Alumni
support

Celebration event
SEPT

NOV

AUG

OCT

[Action Item]

[Action Item]

Diagnosis

[Action Item]
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[Action Item]

JAN
DEC

MAR

FEB

Development plan implementation
[Action Item]
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DELIVERY
To accomplish this, over 6 months the programme provided the participants
with:

DIAGNOSTICS &
DEVELOPMENT PLAN

A session to review the enterprise's capabilities
and scaling plans and define development plans
to guide the activities of the programme.

8 EXPERT-LED
WORKSHOPS

Delivered by Wates employees and externals to
help overcome the main challenges and scale.
Topics included: Business growth, Bid
writing/PQQ completion, Procurement Processes
& Negotiation and Impact Measurement.

3 PEER-TO-PEER
SESSIONS

To share challenges, best practices, and
expertise of their businesses and industry.

MENTORING
SESSIONS

15 Wates employees to motivate and support
the social enterprises to achieve their
development goals.

CELEBRATION
EVENT

With mentors and other key organizations to
showcase the achievements of the social
enterprises and network.

IMPACT HUB
GLOBAL NETWORK
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access to Impact Hub’s global network of 16.5k
changemakers and impact-driven enterprises
across 100+ Impact Hubs.
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Programme
Results
By collecting data before and after the programme through baseline and end line
surveys, we were able to track the changes that occurred in the ventures and the
entrepreneurs. The research surveys, sessions and interviews showed the programme
was successful in achieving its aims and being tailored to the social enterprises'
needs.

ACTIVITIES
Among all the programme activites, the most valuable for them were the Diagnostic &
Development Plans, followed by mentorship, workshops and the celebration event.
Regarding mentorship, they identified the level of support of mentors to be great and
that having 3 mentors was helpful and effective.

“The help from the
mentors has helped me
identify key areas of
improvement which have
given me greater
confidence moving
forward”

JAMES HUNT
Founder and CEO at Cafgas
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KNOWLEDGE
Regarding the outcomes, one of the main ones achieved was the development
of the participating SEs' business skills and knowledge. The social enterprises
reported higher average scores at the end of the programme compared to the
start across all business skill categories, with the strongest gains in
growth/scaling options, sales and HR policies.

Participant knowledge ranking:(average rating out of 5)
After

Baseline

Growth/scaling options
Sales strategies and processes
Procurement processes/neg.
HR Policies and growing a team
Impact measurement
Construction sector and dynamics
Marketing and branding
Financial strategies and funding
0
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GROWTH STRATEGY
Reflecting back on their goals set at the start of the programme, the participants agreed that
ASSETS supported them to achieve the goals and the majority have already defined their
growth strategy. This has included learning about what is not strategic and prioritising what it
is. Now the implementation of these strategies is on the go.

The social enterprises
identified that:
Average rating
out of 5
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They have clear strategy to
scale up in the construction
sector after the programme

4.2

The programme supported
them to set this strategy

4.6

The programme has prepared
them to scale their business

4.4

They recommend this
programme to a social
enterprise looking to scale up in
the construction sector

4.5
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OTHER OUTCOMES
Network of peers and key stakeholders
All participants agreed that the programme provided a supportive network of peers
and enabled them to make useful contacts. Meeting and learning from other social
enterprises, being supported by their mentors and introduced to other key Wates
employees (e.g. sites leadership and procurement team) and connecting to key
organisations from the supply chain are some of the examples. Internally, the cohort
has started collaborating in their endeavors.
“Our mentor was instrumental in raising our profile within SES and Prism
which has led to a more senior review of our offering. We think that this has
likely helped significantly in getting senior buy-in for our Jan 2022 pilot with
Prism” Camilla Marcus-Dew, Connection Crew

Identified areas of improvement
Participants expressed that the programme supported their teams to fill in the
unanswered questions and understand the gaps to be operationally and
commercially ready to scale-up. For some that meant being aware of what more
they could do to improve their service, for others it was identifying what was needed
to become ‘site ready’
“I am able to stand back and gain a clearer perspective. It's also been really
helpful to have other peoples opinions on the strengths and weaknesses of
the business, it's built a greater understanding for me of where we can
improve and where we know we are doing well.” Sara Auty, Saz Media

Increased confidence in scaling up
The social enterprises identified that participating in the programme has
increased their confidence and encouraged them to think about their
entrepreneurial wellbeing and resilience.
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Strengthening operational & team readiness to
scale
During the programme the social enterprises initiated the implementation of the
improvement opportunities. They strengthened their teams by recruiting 43 new
employees, creating new roles, and training their employees in accreditations like
CSCS and SMSTS. Furthermore, they started new pilots and improved their
marketing materials and channels, as a result of having an increased
construction sector knowledge and stronger value proposition to compete in this
sector.

Strengthening social/environmental impact
The social enterprises have reassessed their social/environmental models to
increase their impact. They have strengthened partnerships, increased their
scope, improved measurement and improved their impact models for this.
“We're better able to explain our social and environmental impact and we
know what metrics to use” Ian Reedy, Traco UK
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About the
Mentors
As well as for participants, there were
positive outputs regarding the mentors’
experience. They shared that the
programme was enjoyable and rewarding.
They stated that it helped them to meet
other colleagues, understand their own
skill sets and increase their confidence.
77% of the mentors identified that it was
very likely they would recommend this
programme to colleagues.

What mentors developed during the programme:
Social and
networking skills
Business growth
skills
Understanding the
challenges experienced
by social enterprises

Mentoring skills
Not
Changed

A little

Moderate

A great
deal

The biggest improvement in their skills and knowledge was understanding social enterprises
and the challenges they face. This is evidence that ASSETS enabled Wates colleagues to get a
deeper understanding of social entrepreneurship. It is hoped that this first-hand experience will
drive stronger engagement with SEs, a reflection on what Wates as a business can do to
support SEs to access the supply chain and improved awareness of the barriers that may exist.
“I found it a really useful insight into
understanding the challenges SE’s face with
limited resources. I most enjoyed using my
experience to help provide a different
perspective to approaching these challenges.
I would definitely recommend it.”

DAVE SAVILL - Regional Director,
Construction NW and Wates mentor
“I didn't think I would actually be that useful as
I wasn't able to recognise the transferable
skills in myself. What actually happened was I
found myself working with an amazing
organisation and offering them an
understanding of things I do every day that I
assumed everyone knew”

MILLIE LUCAS - Project surveyor, London
Construction and Wates mentor
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Case Study
CONNECTION CREW
With lots of transferable skills, Connection Crew CIC first approached Prism (Wates’ awardwinning offsite manufacturing business) in Summer 2021. After a few site visits, upskilling the
team with SMSTS and CSCS, and training sessions pre-Christmas, the social enterprise started
work on the Edgar Wood Academy site as a sub- contractor to Prism and Wates. Connection
Crew installed 60 horizontal modular distribution units across three floors.

“Great reviews so far for the crew, and they
are ‘exceeding expectations’ on site, with
more work in the pipeline; this is the
beginning of a national partnership between
Wates and Connection Crew CIC following
our completion of the ASSETS programme in
December 2021.”
CAMILLA MARCUS-DEW - Head of Ventures at
Connection Crew CIC

"As part of my production placement, it’s
been fantastic to see the work that
Connection Crew CIC has done.. The team of
three installers worked so well alongside
Prism and the other trades on site. It was
obvious that they take pride in what they do.
As a Management Trainee, I’m really thankful
that they took the time to explain to me the
details of their work - they were so friendly,
approachable and happy in answering any
questions.
So good to see a social enterprise doing this
important work on-site to such a high
standard.”
ELLIE LEE - Commercial Management Trainee
& Social Value Champion at Wates
Construction Ltd
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Key Learnings
This pilot has allowed Wates and Impact Hub King’s Cross to validate different
assumptions and identify key learning to be implemented in the next round:

Length and scheduling mechanism
Both participants and mentors expressed that it was difficult to meet sometimes as
they were all very busy and would have liked to be closer geographically. Going
forward, the programme will provide more tools for scheduling the sessions, more
clear expectations regarding mentorship and also have 1 additional month in the
timeline.

In person kick-off
Although the online format provided flexibility to the participants and mentors, they
identified that having a more hybrid experience would increase networking,
peer/mentor support and partnerships. Therefore, for the next round the programme’s
kick off event will be in person at Impact Hub King’s Cross. Furthermore, location will
have more weight for mentor allocation.

Social Enterprises' stage
While the pilot validated that having social enterprises with a diverse range of
products and services was enriching, this was not the case for diverse stages of
growth. One of the findings from the impact measurement was that participants
should be at a similar growth stage in terms of years trading, size and scaling
challenges. The selection process for the new round will be updated to give more
weight to this criteria.
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What Next
The ASSETS programme will run a 2nd round in 2022.

Interested in applying to the programme?
Reach out to Su Pickerill at su.pickerill@wates.co.uk.
Interested in delivering a programme with Impact Hub King’s Cross?
Reach out to Angie Santodomingo at angelica.santodomingo@impacthub.net.
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